Leading provider of transportation products and insight driving the world forward.

- Headquartered in Appleton, WI
- Ranked #5 on Deloitte’s Wisconsin Distinguished 75 list
- Operations in 33 states
- 2,100 team members
Leading provider of sustainable energy solutions that reduce emissions for a cleaner world.

- Vertically-integrated throughout the renewable natural gas supply chain, providing the cleanest fuel and thermal energy, at the best value.

Renewable Natural Gas
- Development
  - Agricultural
  - Landfill
  - Wastewater
  - Food / Industrial

Alternative Fuel Supply
- Renewable & Compressed Natural Gas
- Electric
- Hydrogen
- Renewable Diesel, Ethanol, Biodiesel, Propane

Fueling Infrastructure
- Public
- Private

Thermal Energy Supply
- Renewable Natural Gas
Experts in Sustainable Energy Solutions

Vertically Integrated Provider
A leader in **development, procurement and distribution** of alternative fuel and thermal energy solutions.

We’re developing renewable natural gas at **farms, landfills and wastewater treatment plants** for use by sustainably-driven organizations across market segments.

Alternative Fuel & Energy Portfolio
**U.S. Gain**
- RNG, CNG
- Electric & Hydrogen (development)
**U.S. Oil**
- Ethanol, Biodiesel, Renewable Diesel
**Breakthrough**
- Fuel Recovery
- Emissions Model

Subject Matter Experts
Our experience in **environmental commodity markets** brings clarity and efficiency for those looking to optimize their assets in this high-stakes industry.

- Deep understanding of key **regulatory programs** (RFS, LCFS, CFP) and associated **compliance** requirements optimize carbon intensity scores and environmental credits
- **In-house trading**, proprietary risk management system and established relationships with obligated parties allow credit monetization at peak values
- **Strong balance sheet** and entrepreneurial spirit maximize profitability of each opportunity

Forward Thinking
We believe that **renewable natural gas** is the fastest and most affordable pathway to transportation-related emission reductions, but realize many fleet applications demand a diversified approach. Because of this – we proudly offer a suite of alternative fuel solutions that enable a **successful, cost-effective polyfuel future**.

**Sustainability** continues to gain momentum across industries. Our proprietary **Emissions Model** will track and allocate transportation-related emissions, providing insight and control like never before.

We’ll continue to **build the market** for **renewable thermal energy**, working with industry leaders to drive emission reductions from heating and cooling activities.
Why We’re Here

According to the Renewable Thermal Collaborative, energy used for heating and cooling accounts for around 50% of total global energy demand and 39% of energy-related carbon dioxide emissions.

A Solution for Change: Renewable Natural Gas

Renewable Natural Gas offers thermal-related emission reductions in support of overarching sustainability strategies.

And – it’s available now, without costly infrastructure upgrades or weather-related challenges.